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 Abstract 
Childhood has been object of studies from various areas, such as Education and Psychology, amongst 
others. The field of Development Psychology traditionally addresses studies about children, investigating 
motor, social, affective and cognitive dimensions. However, it has not deepened much the relation between 
children/childhood and politics. Meanwhile, areas that address investigations about politics focus on young 
and adult subjects, hiding children from this process. We live in a historical moment in which there is an 
emergency, in scientific discourses and social practices, of concepts that propose, albeit with restrictions, the 
widening of the relation between children and politics, from being understood as object of political actions to 
being understood as political subjects. In our doctoral research, based on the theoretical-methodological 
perspectives of the Marxists Antonio Gramsci and Lev Vigotski, we aim to comprehend, from the discourses 
of children, the ways they conceive the field of politics and its relations with the subject “children”. The 
empirical material was produced with 22 children (10 boys and 12 girls) from a rural settlement linked to 
social movements of struggle for agrarian reform located in the limits of a city that has about 600 thousand 
inhabitants in the State of São Paulo, Brazil. The ages of the children range from 6 to 12 years. The children 
were divided in groups of up to six participants with close ages. Discussion groups were conducted, in which 
we presented cards with pictures of the following contexts: school; classroom; kids playing soccer; town; 
school bus; symbols of the social movements; house; playground; city council; rural settlement. Two written 
words were presented: church and family. For each card, there was a discussion. The activity was filmed, 
entirely transcribed and analyzed based on categories created from the readings of the material. The senses 
of politics found in the speeches of children are associated to a triadic process composed by: governors (the 
subjects – the ones that make politics), people (that claim for political actions), and the change of concrete 
conditions (the goal of politics – life improvement). In general, the ways of making politics were identified as 
(1) participation in the electoral process; (2) holding of meetings with certain rules (standing in circle and 
talking). The senses of politics presented by the children attribute the role of political subject to the adult, that 
is the one that can vote and mostly occupies the meetings. This mechanism is embedded in the children’s 
experiences, that accompany their parents and adults to the collective meetings in which the dynamics and 
problems of the settlement, the collective production, the organization of the life in community are discussed. 
The possibilities of political action of children are limited to the acts of reivindication, but a greater impact and 
protagonism is attributed to the actions of adults. So, even in the context of a rural settlement linked to 
agrarian reform, in which children have greater contact with political actions and discussions, they describe 
politics as an adult affair. At the same time, by presenting the sense of politics as a process of people 
demanding from governors, who provide changes and social improvements, they approach the sense 
described by Gramsci as the highest degree of comprehension of politics: the perspective of “broad politics”, 
characterized by a comprehension of politics as a field of action for the maintenance and/or change of social 
relations and of society itself. Therefore, the discourses of children as aloof from politics corroborate the 
traditional views about them, but, at the same time, their advanced view of politics can point to the 
construction of a new comprehension of the relation and possibilities between children and politics. (Support: 
FAPESP)  
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